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National Restaurant Association Show® Announces the 2019 Kitchen Innovations® (KI) Award 
Recipients  
Celebrating its 15th anniversary, this prestigious foodservice industry award recognizes innovative new 
equipment that delivers advancements in speed, efficiency, safety, and more.  
(Chicago)— The National Restaurant Association Show today announces the recipients of the 2019 
Kitchen Innovations (KI) Awards, honoring progressive equipment that increases efficiencies and 
productivity. Each recipient and each product honoree will be showcased in the interactive Kitchen 
Innovations Showroom at the 2019 National Restaurant Association Restaurant, Hotel-Motel Show®, to 
be held May 18-21 in Chicago at McCormick Place. The KI Showroom allows attendees the opportunity 
see emerging back-of-house trends in one dedicated area.  
 
The KI Awards program has earned a reputation for defining the gold standard of foodservice equipment 
innovations. “Forward-thinking and cutting-edge, this is the equipment that generates industry growth 
through a focus on factors such as automation, efficiency, safety improvements, sustainability, waste 
solutions, and more,” says Scott Redler, COO and co-founder of Freddy’s Frozen Custard & Steakburgers 
and Co-Chair for the 2019 National Restaurant Association Show. “We are honored to showcase their 
dedication to the industry.”  
 
Chosen by an independent panel of judges comprised of industry leaders and internationally recognized 
food facility consultants, multi-unit executives, and design experts, the 2019 KI Award recipients reflect 
the trends and topics most important to foodservice operators today – and showcase the future of the 
industry. The 25 selected award recipients address operator concerns including labor, inventory 
management, cleanliness, energy and water efficiency, food safety, sanitation, cross-functionality and 
space-saving measures. 
 
Unox  
Data Driven Cooking  
Everyone has cooking software. Data Driven Cooking is different. DDC monitors oven usage, analyzing 
and recording cooking times, menu items, energy and water use, etc. And artificial intelligence uses that 
data to recommend operational patterns, new recipes, and more. Further, sensors in the oven calculate 
volume and mass and adjust cook times for different size batches. 
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	Byrne & Associates is proud to now represent UNOX!  Their ovens provide savings in raw materials, time, space and energy…with a solution designed for all operators, in every segment of the industry.    Understand how UNOX invents technology, manufactu...
	Decide with first-hand facts. Schedule an I.C.E. - Individual Cooking Experience.  Free of charge, with no commitment!  An UNOX chef will come to your kitchen, install an oven…and together with you, will cook your recipes using your own ingredients!  ...
	UNOX has a plethora of videos available to explain how their combi-ovens work…as well as information about their technology, features and design.
	Basics, How a Combi-Oven Works Course #1 AirFlow, How a Combi-Oven Works Course #2 Steam, Combi-Oven Works Course #3
	Dry Air, How a Combi-Oven Works Course #4 Preheating, Combi-Oven Works Course #5 Washing, How a Combi-Oven Works Course #6
	Energy efficiency, How a Combi-Oven Works Course #7
	Humidity control, how a Combi-Oven works #8
	Intelligent cooking process, How a Combi-Oven works #9 Interconnected Oven, How a Combi-Oven works #10
	Artificial Intelligence Technology, How a Combi-Oven works #11
	Highlights:   Course #9 Intelligent cooking process, How a Combi-Oven works  Discover the technology that effectively understands the quantity of food inserted into the oven…and then automatically regulate the baking process.  The perfect result is gu...
	Discover what UNOX calls Data Driven Cooking…the Artificial Intelligence Technology, which allows you to control all the activities of a Combi-oven and analyses energy, water and detergent consumption to improve the performance. In real time, even whe...
	Course #11 - Artificial Intelligence Technology, How a Combi-Oven works #11
	Would you like to have a personal assistant for improving the use of your oven? In the 11th video of the series “How a Combi-Oven works Course” we discover all the free services of Data Driven Cooking, the Artificial Intelligence Technology which comb...

